
Peano Baker Series Convergene for Matrix ValuedFuntions of Bounded VariationV. Prepelit��a, M. Doroftei and T. Vasilahe
AbstratThe Peano Baker formula is extended for the alulus of generalized fun-damental matrix in the ase of matrix valued funtions of bounded variation.Using the properties of the Perron-Stieltjes integral the onvergene of the or-responding matrix series is proved.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 34A99, 83C25Kew words: generalized fundamental matrix, matrix valued funtions of boundedvariation.1 IntrodutionThe theory of generalized di�erential equations, whih uses the onept of the Perron-Stieltjes integral, was initiated by J. Kurzweil [3℄,[4℄ and developed by Shwabik,Tvrd�y, Vejvoda [9℄ et al. Boundary value problems for generalized di�erential equa-tions appeared in Atkinson [1℄, Halanay and Moro [2℄. This theory was employed byTvrd�y [10℄,[11℄ and Prepelit��a et al. [5℄,[6℄,[7℄ in the study of generalized dynamialand aausal systems. A basi devie in this setting is the fundamental matrix, whihgives the possibility to obtain many useful formulae and results.In this artile, the problem of the e�etive alulus of the (generalized) fundamen-tal matrix is onsidered. The Peano Baker formula is extended in this framework andthe uniform onvergene of the matrix series is shown.2 The Perron-Stieltjes IntegralThe de�nition of the Perron-Stieltjes integral was given in [8℄,[4℄ and [9℄.Let us onsider funtions Æ ; Æ : [a; b℄ ! R+ for a given interval [a; b℄ and sequenesof numbers S = f�0; �1; �1; : : : ; �k; �kgsuh that a = �0 < �1 < : : : < �k = b and �j�1 � �j � �j ; j = 1; k.Balkan Journal of Geometry and Its Appliations, Vol.3, No.1, 1998, pp. 111-118Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Geometry Balkan Press



112 V.Prepelit��a, M.Doroftei and T.VasilaheFor a given funtion Æ, S is alled a subdivision of [a; b℄ subordinate to Æ if[�j�1; �j ℄ � (�j � Æ(�j); �j + Æ(�j)) ; j = 1; k:The set of all subdivisions S subordinate to Æ is denoted by S(Æ).Given two funtions f; g : [a; b℄ ! R and a subdivision S, we assoiate theintegral sum Bf;g(S) = kXj=1 f(�j) (g(�j)� g(�j�1)) :De�nition 2.1. If there is a real number I suh that, for any " > 0 there exists afuntion Æ : [a; b℄ ! R+ suh that jBf;g(S) � I j < ", for any S 2 S(Æ), then I isdenoted by R ba fdg ( or R ba f(t)dg(t) ) and it is alled the Perron-Stieltjes integral ofthe funtion f with respet to g from a to b.We shall emphasize some properties of this integral that we need in the nextparagraph.Proposition 2.2. If f is nonnegative and g is nondereasing in [a; b℄ and theintegralR ba fdg exists, thenR ba fdg � 0.Proof. Sine f(�0) � 0 and g(�j)�g(�j�1) � 0 we have Bf;g(S) � 0 for any S 2 S(Æ);we obtain I � 0 from jBf;g(S)� I j < " for any " > 0.By onsidering f = f1 � f2 or g = g1 � g2 we obtain two orollaries:Corollary 2.3. If f1(t) � f2(t); t 2 [a; b℄, g is nondereasing in [a; b℄ and R ba f1dgand R ba f2dg exist, then Z ba f1dg � Z ba f2dg:Corrolary 2.4. Assume that f(t) � 0; t 2 [a; b℄ and g1 � g2 is a nondereasingfuntion, where g1; g2 : [a; b℄! R. If the integrals R ba fdg1 and R ba fdg2 exist, thenZ ba fdg1 � Z ba fdg2:Let us denote by BV n and BV n�n the Banah spaesBV n = ff : [a; b℄! Rn; f of bounded variationg,BV n�n = ff : [a; b℄! Rn�n; f of bounded variationgand by BV the spae BV 1.Proposition 2.5. [9, Theorem I.4.19℄If f; g 2 BV , then the integral R ba fdg exists.Proposition 2.6. [9, Corollary I.4.27℄If f; g 2 BV , then j R ba fdgj � R ba jf()tjd(vartag).Proposition 2.7.[9, Theorem I.4.29.℄ If the funtion h : [a; b℄ ! R is nonnegative,nondereasing and ontinuous from the left in [a; b℄, then



Peano Baker Series Convergene for Matrix Valued Funtions 113Z ba hk(t)dh(t) � 1k + 1[hk+1(b)� hk+1(a)℄;for any k = 0; 1; : : :.3 Generalized linear di�erential equations and thefundamental matrixLet us onsider A 2 BV n�n and g 2 BV n. The generalized linear di�erential equation(GLDE) is the symbol: dx = d[A℄x+ dg:(1)De�nition 3.1. A funtion x : [a; b℄ ! Rn is said to be a solution of the GLDE (1)on the interval [a,b℄ if for any t; t0 2 [a; b℄ the equalityx(t) = x(t0) + Z �t0td [A(s)℄ x(s) + g(t)� g(t0)(2)holds.One an prove [9, Theorem III.1.3.℄ that if x is a solution of (2) then x 2 BV n.If x0 2 Rn and t0 2 [a; b℄ are �xed and x : [a; b℄ ! Rn is a solution of (1) whihsatis�es the initial ondition x(t0) = x0;(3)then x is alled the solution of the initial value problem (1)(3).Remark 3.2. If the funtions A : [a; b℄ ! Rn�n and g : [a; b℄ ! Rn have therepresentations A(t) = Z ta ~A(s)ds; g(s) = Z ta ~g(s)ds; t 2 [a; b℄;where ~A : [a; b℄ ! Rn�n and ~g : [a; b℄ ! Rn are ontinuous funtions, then A and gera absolutely ontinuous funtions on [a,b℄ ( therefore they are of bounded variation)and the initial value problem (1)(3) is equivalent to the initial value problem for thelinear ordinary di�erential equation_x(t) = ~A(t)x(t) + ~g(t)hene indeed (1) is a generalized equation.Now let us denote by �� and �+ the operators de�ned by��f(t) = f(t)� f(t�); �+f(t) = f(t+)� f(t); t 2 [a; b℄(where by de�nition f(a�) = f(a) and f(b+) = f(b)). For a funtion f of twovariables v(f) denotes the two-dimensional Vitali variation of f on [a; b℄� [a; b℄.One an assoiate a (generalized) fundamental matrix:Theorem 3.3 [9, Theorem III.2.10℄If the matrix A 2 BV n�n has the property



114 V.Prepelit��a, M.Doroftei and T.Vasilahedet �I ���A(t)� det �I +�+A(t)� 6= 0 ; 8t 2 [a; b℄;(4)then there exists a unique matrix valued funtion U : [a; b℄� [a; b℄ ! Rn�n suh thatU(t; s) = I + Z ts d [A(r)℄U(r; s) :(5) The matrix U has the following properties, for any r; s; t 2 [a; b℄ :U(t; s) = U(t; r)U(r; s)U(t; t) = IU(t+; s) = �I +�+A(t)�U(t; s)U(t�; s) = �I ���A(t)�U(t; s)U(t; s+) = U(t; s) �I +�+A(t)��1U(t; s�) = U(t; s) �I ���A(t)��1[U(t; s)℄�1 = U(s; t), (hene U(t; s) is nonsingular for any t; s 2 [a; b℄ ).There exists a onstant M > 0 suh thatjU(t; s)j+ varbaU(t; �) + varbaU(�; s) + v(U) �M :The unique solution of the homogeneous initial value problemdx = d[A℄x ; x(t0) = x0is given by the relation x(t) = U(t; t0)x0 ;8t; t0 2 [a; b℄ :The fundamental matrix an be used in order to solve the orresponding GLDE:Theorem 3.4. [9, Theorem III.2.13.℄If (4) holds then the solution of the initial value problem (1)(3) is given by the vari-ation of onstants formula:x(t) = U(t; t0)x0 + g(t)� g(t0)� Z tt0 ds [U(t; s)℄ (g(s)� g(t0)) :This theorem emphasizes the importane of the alulus of the fundamental matrixfor GLDE.4 Peano-Baker formula for GLDEIn this paragraph the Peano-Baker formula is extended for matrix funtions ofbounded variation and suÆient onditions for the onvergene of the Peano-Bakerseries are given.Theorem 4.1. If the matrix funtion A 2 BV n�n is ontinuous from the left in [a; b℄and for any t 2 [a; b℄ it veri�es the assumption



Peano Baker Series Convergene for Matrix Valued Funtions 115det �I +�+A(t)� 6= 0 ;(6)then the fundamental matrix U(t; s) whih orresponds to A is the sum of the followinguniformly onvergent series, for any t; s 2 [a; b℄:U(t; s) = I + Z ts d[A(s1)℄ + Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄ + : : :(7) + Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄ : : : Z sk�1s d[A(sk)℄ + : : : :Proof. If A = [aij ℄i;j=1;n is ontinuous from the left it results that ��A(t) = A(t)�A(t�) = 0; 8t 2 [a; b℄, hene det (I ���A(t)) = 1 6= 0 , therefore the ondition (6)is equivalent to (4) and the existene of the fundamental matrix is a onsequene ofTheorem 3.3.Let s be a �xed point, s 2 [a; b℄. Let us onsider a funtion h : [a; b℄ ! R havingthe properties:i) h is nonnegative, nondereasing and ontinuous from the left on [a; b℄ii) h(s) = 0iii) 8r; t 2 [s; b℄; r � t; h(t)� h(r) � maxfvartraij j1 � i; j � ng.By iii) it results that the funtion h(t)� vartraij is nondereasing for all 1 � i; j � nand t 2 [s; b℄ .For instane, the funtion de�ned by h(t) = 0 for t 2 [a; s℄ andh(t) = nPi=1 nPj=1 vartsai;j for t 2 (s; b℄ has the properties i){iii).Using iii) and Proposition 2.6 with f(t) = 1; t 2 [s; b℄ we obtain����Z ts daij(s1)���� � Z ts d (vars1s aij) = vartsaij � varssaij = vartsaij � h(t)� h(s) = h(t) :Then, by Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 and Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4, it results����Z ts dail(s1) Z s1s dalj(s2)���� � Z ts d (vars1s ail) ����Z s1s dalj(s2)����� Z ts d (vars1s ail)h(s1) � Z ts dh(s1)h(s1) � 12(h2(t)� h2(s)) = 12h2(t) :Let us denote by Eij(M) the element of a matrix M situated on the i-th row andj-th olumn (hene Eij(A) = aij). We obtain:����Eij �Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄����� � nXl=1 ����Z ts dail(s1) Z s1s dalj(s2)���� � n2!h2(t)Assume that the following inequality holds, for any i; j , 1 � i; j � n and t 2 [s; b℄:����Eij �Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄ : : : Z sk�1s d[A(sk)℄����� � nk�1k! hk(t):(8)



116 V.Prepelit��a, M.Doroftei and T.VasilaheThen using again Propositions 2.6, 2,7, Corollaries 2.3, 2.4 and the inequality (8), weobtain: ����Eij �Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄ : : : Z sk�1s d[A(sk)℄ Z sks d[A(sk+1)℄����� �nXl=1 ����Z ts dail(s1)Elj �Z s1s dA(s2) : : : Z sk�1s dA(sk) Z sks dA(sk+1)����� �� nXl=1 Z ts d (vars1s ail) ����Elj �Z s1s dA(s2) : : : Z sk�1s dA(sk) Z sks dA(sk+1)����� �� nXl=1 Z ts d (vars1s ail) nk�1k! hk(s1) � nnk�1k! Z ts d(h(s1))hk(s1) �� nkk! 1k + 1 �hk+1(t)� hk+1(s)� = nk(k + 1)!hk+1(t) :We proved by indution that (8) holds for any k � 1.Sine h is nondereasing, it results that eah element of the matrix series (7)veri�es ����Eij �Z ts d[A(s1)℄ Z s1s d[A(s2)℄ : : :Z sk�1s d[A(sk)℄����� � nk�1k! hk(b)for any t 2 [s; b℄.But the series of positive numbers 1 + 1Pk=1 nk�1k! hk(b) onverges to1� 1n + 1nenh(b), hene by the Weierstrass riterion it results that the matrix series inthe right hand member of (7) onverges uniformly on [s,b℄.Obviously, the sum of the matrix series in the right hand member of (7) veri�esthe equality (5); by uniity (see Theorem 3.3) it results that the sum of this matrixseries is the fundamental matrix U(t; s), hene the Peano-Baker formula (7) holds.5 ConlusionIn the partiular ase desribed in Remark 3.2 formula (7) gives the "lassial" funda-mental matrix orresponding to the ontinuous matrix funtion ~A, hene indeed (7)is a generalization of the Peano-Baker formula in the framework of matrix funtionsof bounded variation.Aknowledgements. A version of this paper was presented at the First Confer-ene of Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Politehnia University of Buharest, September23-27, 1996.
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